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Introduction

Since the discovery of electrical signals in the 
brain in the 1920s, people have been constantly 
searching for ways to decipher its thinking 
process and explore new methods of interaction 
between the human brain and the outside world. 
Brain-computer interface (BCI) recognises 
multiple electrical signals generated by the human 
brain during thought processes through neural 
electrodes, and converts them into meaningful 
information. This innovative approach does not 
rely on conventional extracerebral peripheral 
nerve-to-muscle output pathways but instead 
establishes a novel non-muscular channel 
between the human brain and computers or 
other electronic devices, enabling barrier-free 
interaction and control of information. The new 
non-muscular channel established between the 

human brain and computers or other electronic 
devices achieves barrier-free interaction and 
control of information. Implantable electrodes 
used to detect local neural signals have probes 
that can be embedded in designated areas of the 
cerebral cortex, providing a very high degree 
of accuracy in electroencephalogram signal 
transmission, while implantable BCIs can not 
only output and interpret human brain signals 
from the inside out, but also input and transform 
electrical signals from the outside in to reverse 
stimulate neurons and restore specific neural 
activity. BCI has provided a brand-new window 
for the study of brain activities and diagnosis of 
brain-related diseases,1, 2 as well as serving as a 
novel treatment tool for neurological damage 
caused by diseases or injuries. For example, 
technological and theoretical advances in 
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Recent advances in neuroelectrode interface materials and modification 

technologies are reviewed. Brain-computer interface is the new method 

of human-computer interaction, which not only can realise the exchange 

of information between the human brain and external devices, but also 

provides a brand-new means for the diagnosis and treatment of brain-related 

diseases. The neural electrode interface part of brain-computer interface is 

an important area for electrical, optical and chemical signal transmission 

between brain tissue system and external electronic devices, which determines 

the performance of brain-computer interface. In order to solve the problems 

of insufficient flexibility, insufficient signal recognition ability and 

insufficient biocompatibility of traditional rigid electrodes, researchers have 

carried out extensive studies on the neuroelectrode interface in terms of 

materials and modification techniques. This paper introduces the biological 

reactions that occur in neuroelectrodes after implantation into brain 

tissue and the decisive role of the electrode interface for electrode function. 

Following this, the latest research progress on neuroelectrode materials and 

interface materials is reviewed from the aspects of neuroelectrode materials 

and modification technologies, firstly taking materials as a clue, and then 

focusing on the preparation process of neuroelectrode coatings and the design 

scheme of functionalised structures.
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neuroscience and implantable BCIs have introduced potential 
solutions for a wide range of common neurological-related 
disorders, including deafness, blindness, epilepsy, and 
depression.3 Neuroelectrodes play a crucial role in signalling 
within BCIs as they determine the quality and efficiency of 
communication. This is essential to ensure the stable and 
effective operation of the BCI system. The electrode interface 
serves as the area where electrical, optical, and chemical signals 
are transmitted between the brain tissue system and external 
electronic devices. As the “bridge” of the BCI, it is also where 
the electrode material directly contacts biological tissues. The 
signal interaction ability, biocompatibility, and long-term 
stability of this interface directly impact the working efficiency 
and lifespan of BCI electrodes.

Currently, the mainstream neuroelectrodes on the market 
are still dominated by conventional electronic materials, such 
as metals and inorganic semiconductor materials; however, 
the high modulus of elasticity of the conventional electrode 
materials obviously leads to their inability to match the brain 
tissue. To solve this problem, electrode interface materials have 
been extensively investigated. One approach is to modify the 
structure of conventional metal and semiconductor electrode 
materials to enhance their flexibility. For example, a promising 
direction is to fabricate electrodes with smaller dimensions, 
such as thin films or filament structures.4-6 Meanwhile, 
modifying the electrode surface with nanostructures,7-9 such 
as modifying metal nanopatterns, or rough surface electrodes 
with nanoparticles, not only increases the surface area of the 
electrode interface and improves the contact with the neural 
tissue, but the surfaces with some specific structures also 
make the electrode interface have more biocompatible, which 
is more conducive to the neuron cell growth in the contact. 
After metals and semiconductors, another category that has 
received attention is the carbon nanomaterials for electrodes, 
which range from carbon quantum dots, carbon nanowires, 
and carbon nanotubes (CNTs), to graphene, and have variable 
structural features and therefore a wide range of tunable 
properties.10-12 In addition, carbon nanomaterials have better 
biocompatibility than metals and semiconductor materials, 
as well as good electrical properties.12-15 With the rise of 
conductive polymers (CPs),16-18 more flexible organic materials 
have successfully expanded the choice of interface materials 
for neuroelectrodes. Polymer hydrogels as well as bio-based 
materials,19, 20 as implants, possess better biocompatibility 
and even bioactivity, and have been widely used in the field 
of tissue repair and other areas since early days, and after 
improving the electrical properties through specific structures 
or doping with conductive components,21-23 these organic 
materials have also demonstrated promising prospects in the 
field of neuroelectrodes.

In this review, we first introduce the biological responses 
of neuroelectrodes after implantation into brain tissues and 
the decisive role of the interfaces for electrode function. 

Afterwards, we review the latest research progress of 
neuroelectrode materials and interface materials from 
the aspects of neuroelectrode materials and modification 
technologies. Specifically, we discuss the materials used for 
neuroelectrodes as a starting point and subsequently delve into 
the preparation process of neuroelectrode coatings and the 
design of functional structures.

Challenges of Implantable Neuroelectrodes in 

Brain Tissue

Specificity of brain tissue

Brain tissue is one of the softest and most fragile tissues 
compared to other tissues in the human body.24 Neural axons 
in brain tissue break at about 18% strain,25 so rigid implants 
will inevitably cause damage to neural tissue when entering 
the brain. The brain and other central nervous tissues are 
mechanically protected throughout the body by other sturdy 
tissues, such as the dura mater and skull. Therefore, compared 
to other tissues, brain tissue is hardly exposed to mechanical 
stress from the outside nor does it generate as much internal 
mechanical stress as tissues such as muscles or blood vessels.26 
So once exposed to external mechanical stress, brain tissue is 
more susceptible to mechanical injury. Moreover, although 
brain tissue has a regenerative mechanism, self-repair of 
neural tissue after damage is difficult. One point is due to 
the unfavourable microenvironment formed by post-injury 
inflammation, and the second is the lack of healthy extracellular 
matrix, and the presence of neuroglial scarring affects neuronal 
survival, regeneration and axonal growth.27

Foreign body reaction after electrode implantation

Foreign body reaction inevitably occurs when implanting any 
material into the tissues of a living organism,28 and similarly, 
foreign body reaction occurs during the implantation of 
neuroelectrodes into brain tissues. The first and most critical 
event that occurs during the implantation of electrodes is 
the disruption of the blood-brain barrier,29, 30 where the 
infiltration of blood cells and plasma proteins triggers a series 
of dynamic biochemical alterations and an inflammatory 
cascade with multicellular involvement at the tissue-electrode 
material interface. Within minutes after blood-brain barrier 
injury, resting microglia are activated as primary effectors, 
transforming into a “pro-inflammatory” phenotype31 and 
initiating an acute immune response. In the following hours, 
oligodendrocytes are activated and begin to participate in 
neuronal repair.32 And in the subsequent days, astrocytes are 
activated by interleukin-1β, tumour necrosis factor-α, and 
complement component 1q from microglia,33 and gradually 
accumulate near the electrode and form a glial scar.34 Further, 
activated astrocytes no longer provide an appropriate nerve 
regeneration matrix while synthesising and secreting inhibitory 
and damaging factors leading to neuronal loss and reduced 
fibre density.35 In summary, the stress response initiated by 
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microglia undergoes several days of indirect cellular forces that 
ultimately prevents the intimate contact and communication 
between neurons and electrodes, both in terms of physical 
space and biochemical cues. And when the electrodes are 
implanted in brain tissue, a highly dynamic and complex 
inflammatory microenvironment consisting of multiple cells 
and factors forms on their surface, thereby impeding direct 
dialogue between neurons and the electrode surface.

Literature Search

Articles on neuroelectrode materials for BCIs and 
neuroelectrode coating technology were searched using the 
search terms: “brain-computer interfaces” or “neuroelectrodes” 
combined with “coating materials”, “coating technology”, and 
“microstructure”, respectively. These searches were conducted 
on the Web of Science in July 2023, and articles published after 
2018 have been collected in order of publication. After careful 
screening, 145 articles were included in this review.

Interface Determines Electrode Function

Electrical properties

The most basic function of implantable microelectrodes is to 
acquire electrophysiological signals from neurons, and the 
signal quality is reflected in several metrics, including signal-
to-noise ratio, single-unit recording capability, and long-term 
recording capability.36, 37 In BCI systems, ions are the carriers 
of signals transmitted along the nerve, and electrons are the 
medium in the electrode. Therefore, the neuroelectrode 
interface is where the ionic signals are converted into electronic 
signals, and the electrical properties of the neuroelectrode, 
such as the interface impedance between the electrode and 
the brain tissue, and the amount of charge storage, determine 
the quality of the signals recorded by the electrode.38, 39 The 
interfacial impedance, in turn, is affected by the roughness of 
the neuroelectrode interface, its area, and the electrical/ion 
exchange capacity of the interfacial material.40

Biocompatibility

Biocompatibility is reflected in several aspects. Firstly, the 
electrode material itself should be non-biotoxic. Secondly, it 
should cause as little mechanical damage to the brain tissue 
as possible during and after implantation, and lastly, it should 
induce as little immune response as possible during long-term 
use. Mechanical damage caused during the implantation of 
neuroelectrodes is the beginning of the immune response, 
which triggers a series of inflammatory cascade reactions 
that will firstly disturb the local tissue microenvironment 
around the neuroelectrode, thus affecting the collection 
of electrophysiological signals from the electrode to the 
surrounding area.41-43 In contrast, reducing the size of the 
implant44-46 and increasing its flexibility47-49 are methods to 
minimise mechanical damage to the implant. The long-term 
biocompatibility of the electrodes after implantation, on the 
other hand, is challenged by the ability to adapt the elastic 
modulus of the neuroelectrode to the brain tissue,50-52 the ability 
of the electrode interface to inhibit immune responses,53-55 and 
the stability of the electrodes during long-term use.56-58

Bioactivity

Bioactivity is a higher requirement for current neuroelectrode 
interfaces. Biocompatibility aims to make the implant 
“invisible” to biological tissues, thus escaping immune tracking 
and minimising the impact of immune responses. However, 
due to the unavoidable damage caused by implantation and 
the difficulty of repairing neuronal cells that are damaged, 
biocompatibility alone cannot meet the requirement for 
high quality signal transmission. To achieve the goal of non-
destructive implantation, the neuroelectrode needs to be 
bioactive. In other words, through specific morphology of 
the electrode interface59, 60 and modification of the bioactive 
components,61-63 the neuronal cell repair can be actively 
regulated, and the neural axon growth can be promoted, so 
that the neural tissues around the electrodes can restore the 
pre-implantation state, and even establish a tighter connection.

Neuroelectrode Materials

Inorganic materials

Metal and inorganic semiconductor materials are traditional 
neuroelectrode materials with good chemical inertness and 
electrical properties, but it is often difficult for metal and 
semiconductor materials to adapt to the needs of brain tissues 
for elastic modulus and biocompatibility. In recent years, 
researchers have made progress in improving the performance 
of neuroelectrodes made of inorganic materials by designing 
the composition and structure of neuroelectrodes made of 
metals and semiconductors. Meanwhile, the rise of new 
carbon nanomaterials, such as nanodiamond, CNTs, and 
graphene, has also provided new directions for inorganic 
neuroelectrodes. Carbon nanomaterials have great potential in 
the field of neuroelectrodes due to their extremely low toxicity, 
high biocompatibility and unique optical, electrical, magnetic 
and chemical properties.

Metal electrodes

Traditional metal electrodes often use precious metals such 
as aurum (Au), platinum (Pt), etc. Precious metals have 
good electrical conductivity and chemical stability, but 
their excessive elastic modulus makes them difficult to be 
compatible with brain tissue. One way to reduce the elastic 
modulus of metal electrodes is to make the metal partially 
ultrathin.64-66 For example, cylindrical three dimensional 
(3D) Au thin-film microelectrodes fabricated using the 
microelectrode array (MEA) technique, with the sidewalls 
insulated with poly(parylene C) and the tip modified by wet 
etching and/or the application of a titanium nitride coating, 
exhibit low impedance and low intrinsic noise levels.4 Hong 
et al.67 developed nucleation-inducing seed layers using 
biocompatible polyelectrolyte multilayer metal films using 
flexible and transparent ultrathin (< 10 nm) Au MEAs (Figure 

1A) with low sheet resistance (< 5 Ω–1), high light transmission 
(> 77%), and excellent mechanical bending performance (600 
mm bending radius for one cycle) (Figure 1B). Miniaturising 
metal electrodes is an effective way to increase their flexibility, 
but the size of bioelectrode materials is limited by the electron 
mean free range, and materials with sizes smaller than the 
electron average free range inhibit electron mobility. Lim et 
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al.68 prepared a nanocomposite of whiskered Au nanosheets 
(Figure 1C). While possessing high tensile properties, the 
permeation threshold (1.56 vol%) was maintained below that 
of Au nanoparticles (5.02 vol%) and Au nanosheets (2.74 vol%).

Another category of metallic materials suitable for 
neuroelectrodes is room-temperature liquid metals (LMs) such 
as gallium-based alloys that are liquid at room temperature. 
LMs show potential for neuroelectrodes due to their fluidity, 
high electrical conductivity, and high biocompatibility.69-71 
LM-based fluidic cuff electrodes, which are highly flexible and 
maintain excellent electrical conductivity even when stretched 
to 200% of their original length, are capable of transducing 
peripheral nerve signals and delivering neural stimuli for up to 
2 weeks under exercise.72 Zhang et al.71 developed a 20-channel 
neuroelectrode array based on the eutectic Ga–In alloy (75.5% 

gallium and 24.5% indium) in a 20-channel neural electrode 
array. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy tests showed 
that the studied LM electrode has a similar interfacial impedance 
to the Pt electrode; the maximum and minimum impedances of 
the LM-type electrode are 0.75 MΩ/4.1 kΩ (2.77 MΩ/5.2 kΩ 
for the Pt electrode), in the same range, over the test frequency 
range of 1 × 10–1–1 × 105 Hz (Figure 1D). Dong et al.69 prepared 
highly stretchable neural electrode arrays by screen-printing 
an LM conductor onto a poly(dimethylsiloxane) substrate 
(Figure 1E), which exhibited stable electrical properties at 
100% strain. However, the chemical properties of LMs under 
physiological conditions limit their in vivo application, e.g., in 
environments above 1 ppm oxygen content, an oxidised layer 
rapidly forms on the surface of Ga, leading to a decrease in 
conductivity at the interface.73, 74

Figure 1. New metal material electrode. (A) Schematic of the formation process of ultrathin Au electrodes on 
polyelectrolyte coatings and photographic and microscopic images of Au/(PEI/PSS)5 MEA on plastic. (B) The 
magnitude of the impedance at 1 kHz (top) and a comparison of the area-normalised electrochemical impedance and 
light transmittance in a recently developed neuro-microelectrode (bottom). A and B were reprinted from Hong et 
al.67 Copyright 2022 Wiley‐VCH GmbH. Reproduced with permission. (C) TEM images of whiskered Au nanosheets 
showing the overall morphology and magnified views of the edge portion of the whiskers. Scale bars: 5 μm (C1, C2), 1 
μm (C3), 200 nm (C4). Reprinted with permission from Lim et al.68 Copyright 2022 American Chemical Society. (D) The 
EIS curves of the LM-based and Pt electrodes under 1 × 10–1 up to 1 × 105 Hz at a scan rate of 0.1 V/s (in normal saline, 10 
mV sine wave).71 (E) Fabrication of stretchable metal electrodes based on liquid metal-polymer conductors using screen 
printing, which reprinted from Dong et al.69 Copyright 2021 Wiley‐VCH GmbH. Reproduced with permission. Au: 
aurum; EGaIn: eutectic gallium–indium alloy; EIS: electrochemical impedance spectroscopy; LM: liquid metal; MEA: 
microelectrode array; NP: nanoparticle; PDMS: poly(dimethylsiloxane); PEI: polyethylenimine; PET: polyethylene 
terephthalate; PSS: poly(styrene sulfonate); Pt: platinum; TEM: transmission electron microscopy.

Semiconductor materials

Semiconductor materials are rich in composition and 
structure, and can be tuned and processed to exhibit a variety 
of properties and produce a multitude of functions to suit 
applications in different scenarios.

Traditional silicon-based electrodes can conform to brain 
movements when processed into microneedle arrays on 
flexible stretchable substrates. Lee et al.75 demonstrated a 
1024-channel penetrating silicon microneedle array using a 
double-sided lithographic microfabrication process (Figure 
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2A–C) to successfully record single-cell activity in mice under 
both optogenetic and whisker-air blowing stimuli for up to 
196 days. Suzuki et al.76 used a complementary metal oxide 
semiconductor MEA with 236,880 electrodes each measuring 
11.22 µm2 and covering an area of 5.5 × 5.9 mm2 to provide 
a detailed single-cell level neural activity analysis platform 
for brain slices, human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived 
cortical networks, peripheral neurons, and organ tissues of 
the human brain. Two-dimensional transition metal carbides 
(MXene) have excellent metal conductivity, electrochemical 
stability, and higher volumetric capacitance than conventional 
carbon-based electrode materials.77-79 Rafieerad et al.78 
prepared a novel Ta4C3Tx MXene-tantalum oxide hybrid-
structure electrode based on MXenes, innovatively using 

a fluorine-free etching technique to achieve superior bulk 
capacitance while maintaining biocompatibility. As shown in 
Figure 2D, the titanium dioxide (TiO2)-based electrode arrays 
of reconfigurable anatase-brookite bicrystalline polycrystalline 
mesoporous layers exhibited excellent selectivity and fast 
photoconductive response to ultraviolet radiation, high 
stability in aqueous solution while maintaining a high 
switching ratio of 10 for 5 more than 30 days, and excellent 
biocompatibility for cell transfer and growth.80 Zhang et al.81 
developed an active fully transparent electrocorticography 
array based on zinc oxide thin-film transistors (Figure 2E, 
and F) with a transparency of up to 85% and a higher signal-
to-noise ratio than Au grid electrodes (zinc oxide thin-film 
transistors 13.2 dB, Au grids 19.9 dB).
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Figure 2. Semiconductor materials neuroelectrodes. (A) Photograph of a 1024-channel SiMNA and a magnified view of 
an array with a tapered SiMN with a height of approximately 300 μm and a tip coated with PtNM. Scale bar: 2 mm. (B) 
Magnified view of a 1024-channel SiMNA implanted in the right hemisphere of the rat brain. Scale bar: 200 μm (left), 1 
mm (right).  (C) Schematic diagram of SiMNA implantation in the right hemisphere with electrical connections pointing 
toward the back of the rat (green highlighted area indicates successful implantation of cortical SiMNs, while the SiMN 
in the red highlighted area is located at the top of the rat skull) and a signal-to-noise histogram of whisker blowing 
stimulation evoked LFP response. A–C were reprinted from Lee et al.75 Copyright 2022 Wiley‐VCH GmbH. Reproduced 
with permission. (D) Side and top views of patterned TiO2 electrodes. The green parallel lines in the top view represent 
ITO patterns attached to 60 external contact pads.78 (E) Left: (a, b) The first ITO layer of 100-nm thickness for source 
and drain, (c) 20-nm thick ZnO active layer and the first Al2O3 layer of 10-nm thickness for the ZnO layer protection, 
(d) the second Al2O3 layer of 20-nm thickness as the gate dielectric layer and through-holes punched in the layer, (e) the 
second ITO layer of 100-nm thickness for the gate electrodes, and (f) the third Al2O3 layer of 20-nm thickness to protect 
the whole device. Right: Structure of a ZnO-TFT electrode. The red dashed square labels a transistor with W/L = 80/5, 
which consist of 16 transistors with W/L = 5/5 in parallel. (F) Microscopic image of a 3 × 4 ZnO-TFT array. The red 
dashed frame labels an active region consisting of 16 paralleled ZnO-TFT, corresponding to that in the red dashed frame 
in E (right). Scale bar: 200 µm. E and F were reprinted from Zhang et al.81 Al2O3: aluminum oxide; D: drain; ITO: indium-
tin-oxide; LFP: local field potential; PtNM: platinum nanomesh; S: source; SiMNA: silicon microneedle array; SNR: 
signal-to-noise ratio;  TFT: thin-film transistor; TiO2: titanium dioxide; W/L: width-to-length ratio; ZnO: zinc oxide.

Carbon nanomaterials

Carbon nanomaterials, ranging from carbon quantum dots, 
CNTs to graphene, have versatile structural features, which also 
contribute to the special functionality of carbon nanomaterials, 

which are widely used as neuroelectrode materials on the basis 
of possessing high chemical stability and biocompatibility.82-84 
Flexible CNT fibre were able to continuously record signals 
from the spinal cord of freely moving rats for 3–4 months 
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without electrode repositioning and successfully recorded 
individual neurons and local field potential activities in 
response to mechanical stimulation of somatic cells.85 Yang 
et al.86 developed a flexible multifunctional electrode based on 
CNT arrays, which, compared with conventional Au electrodes, 
has a larger electrochemically active area (3.54 times), higher 
specific capacitance (13.75 times) and charge storage capacity 
(2.66 times). As shown in Figure 3A, Xiong et al.87, 88 prepared a 
multilayer graphene hydrogel membrane by flow self-assembly 
of chemically transformed graphene nanosheets. Although 
Young’s modulus of this multilayer graphene hydrogel 
membrane was not sufficient to match the nerve tissue, 

there was almost no inflammatory response after 8 weeks of 
implantation in the sciatic nerve of rats. It can be concluded 
that due to the sliding between the graphene mizunas, the 
multilayer graphene hydrogel membrane showed significant 
viscoelasticity, which enhanced contact while reducing 
compression (Figure 3B), thus reducing inflammation due to 
the stiffness mismatch. Xiong et al.89 developed a graphene-
based fibre optical electrode, which dramatically enhanced the 
charge storage capacity of the graphene fibre electrode while 
maintaining the excellent electrical properties of the graphene 
fibre electrode, which was able to safely deliver stimulation 
currents up to 504.04 mC/cm2.

BA

Figure 3. Neuroelectrodes are made of carbon nanomaterials. (A) Photograph of graphene dispersion and MGH 
membrane (top). The inset (bottom) outlines the multilayer structure of the MGH membrane made of CCG nanosheets 
(red).87 (B) Proximal and distal d-MGH at 8 weeks after implantation. The color bars represent the blood flow velocity. 
Scale bars: 5.0 mm (left), 2.0 mm (right).87 CCG: chemically converted graphene; d-MGH: CCG nanosheets densely 
packed MGH; MGH: multilayer graphene hydrogel.

Conductive polymers

CP materials provide a softer interface and excellent 
biocompatibility while being able to guarantee the required 
electrical properties of nerve electrodes.90-92 Hydrogels have a 
tunable 3D structure, are water-rich and have a low modulus 
of elasticity, as can imitate the chemical-mechanical properties 
of neural tissues, and CP hydrogels are therefore widely used 
as neuroelectrode materials. Liang et al.93 used polypyrrole 
(PPy)-modified microgel as a cross-linking agent to generate 
electrically conductive transparent hydrogels. By restricting 
the conductive components to the surface of the microgel, 
the interaction between the particles and light waves was 
reduced, thus improving the transparency of the hydrogel 
while maintaining good electrical conductivity. Xia et al.94 
developed a set of polymer network hydrogels interpenetrated 
with poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) and poly(Cu-arylacetyl) 
(HCuM). Poly(Cu-arylacetates) has intrinsic electronic 
conductivity and unique fluorescent properties for 
optoelectronic, photocatalytic, and bioimaging applications. 
The presence of the poly(Cu-arylacetylide) component 
allows it to exhibit extreme adhesion, resistance to swelling 
(Figure 4A, and B), excellent antimicrobial properties, 
and high biocompatibility. Hydrogels have a wide range of 
advantages as neuroelectrode materials, but the inherent 
electrical conductivity is generally poor and other methods are 
needed to enhance their electrical properties. Among these, 

doping of nanometallic materials (nanowires, nanosheets or 
nanoparticles) and carbon materials (nanotubes or graphene) 
are common ways to improve the conductivity of hydrogels. 
Rinoldi et al.95 developed a flexible neuroelectrode interface 
material consisting of a polyacrylamide hydrogel loaded with 
plasmonic Ag nanocubes. The incorporation of Ag nanocubes  
enabled the hydrogel to obtain excellent conductive properties, 
with a 2.4-fold enhancement in conductivity at 10 Hz compared 
to pure polyacrylamide hydrogel (Figure 4C, and D). Won et 
al.96 prepared conductive fibres doped with Au nanoparticles 
in the outer layer by using osmotic pressure to control the 
distribution of Au ions in the polymer network, and the uptake 
and reduction of the Au precursor in polyurethane fibres. High 
electrical conductivity (σ = 7.68 × 104 S/m) and low impedance 
(|Z| = 2.88 × 103 Ω) were obtained while maintaining the 
original modulus of elasticity of the polyurethane fibres.

Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) 
(PEDOT:PSS) hydrogels97-99 have attracted much attention 
among CP hydrogels due to their higher electrical conductivity 
induced by well-connected CP networks.100-102 Li et al.103 
designed a stretchable network electrode by combining the CP 
PEDOT:PSS hydrogel as a top layer with a resilient polystyrene-
ethylene-butylene-styrene substrate bond. It is characterised 
by the use of a network design with a large strain range, which 
maintains a remarkably high level of electrical properties under 
huge strains compared to conventional electrodes.
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Bio-based materials

Biobased materials are characterised by high biocompatibility, 
biodegradability, and sustainability, whereas biopolymers such 
as hyaluronic acid,104 alginate,105, 106 chitosan,107, 108 filipin,109-111 
and collagen112-114 not only possess the general characteristics 
of biobased materials, but also low immunogenicity, anti-
inflammatory, and even bioactivity.115 These biological 
properties, which are difficult to be possessed by inorganic 
and polymer materials, have led to the widespread interest in 
bio-based materials in the field of neuroelectrodes. Zhou et 
al.116 designed a hybrid probe consisting of multiple flexible 
MEAs wrapped in silk proteins. Zhou’s team took advantage 
of the properties of silk proteins, which have a high stiffness 
when dry and a significant decrease in stiffness after absorbing 
water, to design a neuroelectrode that actively adapts to its 
environment. The filipin-coated probes remain hard before 
implantation to facilitate surgical implantation, and after 
implantation, the filipin softens when it comes into contact with 
body fluids and absorbs water, which reduces its mechanical 
strength and allows it to remain mechanically compliant with 
the surrounding tissue. This variable mechanical property 
ensured high-fidelity implantation of the electrodes, and the 
electrode worked appropriately and elicited a small immune 
response when observed 2 months after implantation. Yang et 
al.117 used bacterial cellulose, a flexible substrate synthesised by 
microorganisms with low mechanical strength, as the electrode 
substrate material to fabricate a bacterial cellulose-based 
neuroelectrode system, and eight weeks after implantation, the 
bacterial cellulose electrodes remained conformally adhered 
to the surface of the surrounding tissues and maintained the 
curvilinear shape with minimal immunoreactivity.

Neuroelectrode Interface Materials

In addition to designing the structure and performance of 
the electrode body material, decorating the basic electrode 
with functional coating materials is another feasible solution 
to the functional limitations of the electrode body. The 
electrode interface is the area where the electrode body 
is in direct contact with the brain tissue, and it is also an 
important area for the transmission of electrical signals and 
cellular activities. Therefore, it can be considered that the 
performance of this interface determines overall electrode 
functionality. As an interface material, coatings can exist 
temporarily or permanently alongside the body electrode, 
providing a functional surface that extends or compensates for 
its capabilities.

In terms of modulating the bioactivity of the implanted 
materials, some studies have doped anti-inflammatory agents,118 
cell attachment molecules,119, 120 and neurotrophic factors121, 122 
into the coating materials to improve the microenvironment 
around the neuroelectrodes and coordinate the biological 
responses of different cell types through passive diffusion or 
controlled delivery. In addition, well-designed coatings can 
provide micro-woven surfaces, such as microconical structures 
or random nano-textures that match the cellular characteristics 
of neurons. These textured surfaces or 3D structures located 
at cellular and subcellular scales can modulate the immune 
response of glial cells, promote direct neuronal attachment 
and growth, as well as synaptic growth and extension, and 
strengthen neuronal survival.
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Metal coating

Although traditional precious metal materials possess 
extremely high electrical conductivity, it is often difficult to 
avoid the problem of mismatch between elastic modulus and 
brain tissue when used for the electrode body, but using nano-
metallic materials for the coating material of flexible electrode 
substrate is another approach to solve the problem.

Through adjusting the immersion and exudation time, a 
network of Au nanoparticles was formed on the polymer fibre 
shell, which showed excellent electrical properties (conductivity 
7.68 × 104 S/m impedance 2.88 × 103 Ω at 1 kHz) with an 
elastic modulus approximating the brain tissue and achieved 
stable recording of electrical signals for up to 4 months.96 In 
addition to being used to improve organic flexible electrode 
material substrates, metal coatings are often used to modify 
metal electrodes because the added coating does not affect the 
biocompatibility of the original electrode when the electrode 
substrate is identical to the coating material. Ramesh et al.123-125  
performed pulsed direct-current electrophoretic deposition 
of laser-generated platinum nanoparticles on platinum-based 
3D neuroelectrodes and found that this coating of platinum 
nanoparticles was sufficiently stable (Figure 5A) and the total 
mass of platinum around the electrodes was below the systemic 
toxicity-related concentrations after 4 weeks of experiments 
in the rat brain. By functionalising the metal coating with a 
structural design, the liquid can improve the performance 
of the electrode without changing the coating material. 
The internal structure and surface morphology of metal 

electrodes also affect the flexibility, electrical conductivity, and 
biocompatibility of neuroelectrodes. As shown in Figure 5B, 
Yang et al.126 proposed a dual-microcrack coupling strategy 
to enhance the stretchability of metal electrodes by utilising 
the complementarity between two layers of Au microcracked 
films. The double-microcrack-coupled electrode fabricated 
using this method has a much lower resistance change (R/R0 = 
5.6) and exhibits a high stretchability of ~200% at 100% strain 
(Figure 5C, and D).

Inorganic coatings

The combination of inorganic semiconductor materials and 
metal electrode substrates can achieve controllable tuning of 
the electrical properties of neuroelectrodes. The impedance 
and intrinsic noise level of microelectrodes were successfully 
reduced by modifying titanium nitride coatings by wet etching 
on micro-Au cylindrical MEAs.4 Nguyen et al.127 designed a 
wide bandgap material system consisting of silicon carbide (SiC) 
nanomembranes as the Faraday interface and silicon dioxide 
(SiO2) as the encapsulation layer, which, while maintaining the 
bio-interface and biosensing functions, showing remarkable 
electrical stability (Figure 5E). The hybrid structure of SiC/
SiO2 is extremely resistant to degradation and can guarantee the 
proper functioning of the underlying electronic components 
for at least a decade, with the potential for long-term sustained 
use over the lifetime of the patient. Cyclic bending test surfaces 
that the hybrid structure has excellent mechanical flexibility 
and electrical stability, and is able to form conformal contacts 
with biological tissues.

Figure 5. Coating of metallic materials for neural electrodes. (A) SEM images of the side of the PDC-coated neural 
electrode before (A1–3) and after (A4–6) mechanical stability tests. Scale bars: 500 nm.123 (B) Schematic diagrams of 
stretchable electrodes based on a single-layer microcrack design and a dual microcrack-coupled design. (C) R/R0 versus 

tensile strain for Au electrodes based on PDMS 0.9-IPDI and PDMS substrates, respectively (-D for a double-layer 
microcrack, -S for a single-layer microcrack). (D) Dual microcrack-coupled PDMS 0.9-IPDI electrodes Change in tensile 
resistance after 12 hours of healing at 25°C. B–D were reprinted from Yang et al.126 Copyright 2023 Wiley‐VCH GmbH. 
Reproduced with permission. (E) Soaking test of hydrolysis in SiC and as-grown SiO2 in 1× PBS at different temperatures 
up to 96°C (top) and SiC thickness and electrical resistance variations after the accelerated hydrolysis test in PBS at 
96°C after up to 14 days (bottom).127 Au: aurum; IPDI: isophorone diisocyanate; PBS: phosphate buffer solution; PDC: 
pulsed direct current; PDMS: poly(dimethylsiloxane); R/R0: resistance change; SEM: scanning electron microscope; 
SiC: silicon carbide; SiO2: silicon dioxide; Ti: titanium.
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Carbon materials are also frequently used as coating 
materials for neuroelectrodes due to their excellent electrical 
conductivity and good biocompatibility. Pt/iridium (Ir) 
neuroelectrodes coated with graphene oxide, fabricated using 
electrochemical reduction techniques, resulted in a 15.2-fold 
increase in charge storage capacity and a 90% reduction in 
impedance with only a 3.8% increase in electrode diameter.128 
A hybrid coating of reduced graphene oxide and Pt was able 
to reduce impedance by a factor of 60 by electrodeposition on 
planar Pt microelectrodes, allowing long-term detection of 
neural spike potentials in epileptic mice.129 Liu et al.82 modified 
conventional metallic silver electrodes with graphene to form a 
van der Waals heterostructure at the interface. The graphene/
silver electrode interface impedance was reduced to 161.4 ± 
13.4 MΩ/μm2, and the cathode charge storage capacity reached 
24.2 ± 1.9 mC/cm2, which was 6.3 and 48.4 times higher than 
that of commercial silver electrodes, respectively.

Conductive polymer coatings

CPs can be used both as a substrate material for neuroelectrodes 
and as a modified coating material for neuroelectrodes. The 
construction of hydrogel networks using CPs can confer other 
important characteristics required for their neuroelectrode 
materials, such as bioadhesion, flexibility, and antifouling 
ability. One study prepared a PEDOT/polydopamine melanin 
coating (Figure 6A) by doping polydopamine melanin with 
PEDOT, which enabled it to exhibit better electrochemical and 
mechanical stability than PEDOT/PSS and was able to maintain 
cell proliferation and even promote cell differentiation into 
neuronal networks (Figure 6B, and C).130 Saunier et al.131 
electrochemically method by depositing carbon nanofibres 
with PEDOT on Au MEAs to prepare PEDOT:carbon 
nanofibre thin film coatings. The synergistic effect of carbon 
nanofibres and PEDOT resulted in coatings with remarkable 
electrochemical properties combining low impedance, high 
charge injection capability, and reliable neurotransmitter 
monitoring. The properties of CPs are affected by doping 
compositions and synthesis modes, and in addition to varying 
the CPs’. In addition to changing the doping composition of 
CPs, the use of different polymerisation techniques can also 
lead to tunable properties of CPs. Some studies have used 
chemical polymerisation to directly polymerise PEDOT on the 
electrode sites, obtaining similar impedance and good stability 
to that of electro-polymerisation, which greatly improves the 
modification efficiency of multichannel electrodes compared 
to electro-polymerisation.132 Lim et al.133 encapsulated Ga-
based LM electrodes with PEDOT:PSS by electrochemical 
deposition to prevent LM from oxidising and degrading under 
physiological conditions. The study showed that the PEDOT-
encapsulated LM electrodes, in a 6-week invertebrate model, 
recorded statistically higher signal-to-noise ratios compared 
to those of bare LM (P = 0.017) versus conventional platinum 
electrodes (P = 0.061; Figure 6D).

However, weak adhesion between PEDOT and metal 
electrodes is common, and unstable connections can easily 
lead to coating detachment thus leading to interface failure 
and loss of PEDOT functionality. There have been several 
previous attempts to improve the adhesion of PEDOT 

coatings, such as roughening the substrate material134 and 
introducing functional groups into the PEDOT monomer for 
modification.135, 136 All of these approaches have made progress 
in enhancing the adhesion of PEDOT coatings, but there are 
still problems such as affecting the interfacial conductivity. 
Tian et al.137 pre-polymerised thin layers of polydopamine 
(PDA) as an adhesive and then electropolymerised it with 
hydroxymethylated 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene with PSS 
to form a stable interpenetrating PEDOT-MeOH:PSS/
PDA network. The interfacial adhesion of the PEDOT-
MeOH:PSS/PDA interface to the metal electrode substrate 
was significantly improved, retaining 93% of the area after 20 
minutes of vigorous sonication, and the interfacial impedance 
was reduced by two orders of magnitude compared with that 
of the uncoated platinum-iron wire microelectrode.

Active substance grafting

A significant reason for the reduced signal reception efficiency 
of nerve electrodes during service is the contamination of 
nerve electrode materials with biomolecules from biological 
fluids, such as nonspecific adsorption of proteins such as 
bovine serum albumin, lysozyme and fibrinogen. Modification 
of antifouling molecules on the surface of neuroelectrodes 
can effectively reduce biomolecule adsorption, attenuate 
inflammatory responses and prolong the service life of 
neuroelectrodes. Lubricin is a biological anti-adhesion 
glycoprotein that rapidly self-assembles and firmly adheres 
to most interfaces including PPy (Figure 7A), resulting in an 
easy-to-apply and efficient coating.138 Amphiphilic ion coatings 
are another common class of antifouling coatings, such as 
carboxybetaine, sulfobetaine, and phosphatidylcholine, which 
are active substances that enhance the hydrophilic properties 
of neuroelectrode surfaces. An ultrathin sulfobetaine coating 
consisting of PDA, polyethyleneimine, and poly(sulfobetaine 
methacrylate-co-methacrylic acid), was able to completely 
inhibit fibroblast adhesion in vitro, preventing cell adhesion for 
at least 31 days and maintaining stable electrode impedance.139 
Another study used a methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine 
coating polymerised in situ by gamma radiation to introduce 
antifouling properties to the surface of PPy, which showed 
excellent resistance to biofouling without affecting the 
conductivity of the electrode body and reduced scar tissue 
formation in vivo.140 Lee et al.141 designed a virtually frictionless 
lubrication layer modification with a silicon-based neural 
probe, where the surface of the probe was functionalised with 
hydroxyl (-OH) groups by oxygen (O2) plasma treatment, 
and then a self-assembled monolayer was formed with 
trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)-silane using gas-
phase deposition. As shown in Figure 7B, the lubricant layer-
modified probe implantation friction was reduced by 86-fold, 
and the expression levels of ionised calcium-binding adapter 
molecule 1 and glial fibrillary acidic protein were significantly 
reduced in microglia and astrocytes in the vicinity of the probe.

Composite coating

As the “bridge” between brain tissue and external equipment, 
the interface of neuroelectrode needs to coordinate the dual 
needs of biological tissue and mechanical equipment, although 
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Figure 6. Conductive polymer material coatings for nerve electrodes. (A) SEM and TEM images of (a) PEDOT and (b) 
PEDOT/PDAM films. Scale bars: 200 nm (left), 10 nm (right). (B) Fluorescence images showing immunofluorescence 
staining of β-tubulin III (green), MAP2 (red), and nuclei (blue) after culturing neuronal progenitor cells in PEDOT/
PDAM films for 21 days. (C) Cyclic voltammetry curves of chemically polymerised PEDOT and other interfaces (n = 3), 
impedance of electrodes at 20 kHz frequency after sonication. A–C were reprinted with permission from Huang et al.130 
Copyright 2022 American Chemical Society. (D) (a) The numbers of high-quality recording spikes (SNR > 6) of LM 
wire, Pt wire, and PEDOT LMEs for 4 weeks, and (b) analysis of variance test revealed the significant difference among 
the electrodes. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. D was reprinted from Lim et al.133 Copyright 2022 Wiley‐VCH GmbH. Reproduced 
with permission. Au: aurum; C-PEDOT: chemical polymerization PEDOT; E-PEDOT: electropolymerization 
PEDOT; Ir: iridium; IrO3: iridium trioxide; LM: liquid metal; LME: liquid metal based electrode; MAP2: microtubule-
associated protein 2; PDAM: 1-pyrenyldiazomethane; PEDOT: poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene); Pt: platinum; SEM: 
scanning electron microscope; SNR: signal-to-noise ratio; TEM: transmission electron microscope.
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a variety of materials have been developed, a single material 
is often difficult to simultaneously meet the biological needs 
and electrical performance requirements. Combining different 
materials to prepare composite coatings is a common way to 
enhance the functionality of coatings.

Coatings made from metal and polymer materials are the 
most common composite coatings, and the excellent electrical 
conductivity of metals and the mechanical flexibility and 
biocompatibility of polymers can easily reach a mutual 
complementarity. Jain et al.142 designed a Au wire electrode 
with a nanoparticle Au shell and a hydrogel layer, which 
achieved an effective electrical/ionic coupling between the 
hydrogel and the Au wire through the nanostructured Au 
shells on the surface of the Au wire (Figure 8A). Chen et al.143 
proposed a tissue-like metal-doped hydrogel, which could 
achieve excellent electrical biosensing by introducing disulfide-
modified silver nanowires into a bifunctional hyaluronic acid/
carboxymethyl chitosan composite. Plasma silver nanocubes 
were also introduced into polyacrylamide hydrogels in a similar 
manner to enhance the electrical properties of the system.95 
Carbon materials, as discussed previously, are also common 
neuroelectrode coating materials as both excellent electrical 
properties and biocompatible materials. However, carbon 
materials such as CNT, although generally considered to be 
non-cytotoxic to neuronal cells, their direct exposure in human 
tissues has also been suggested to lead to abnormal activation of 
immune cells,144 and increased neuronal excitability induced by 
CNT can promote neuronal regeneration, but overexcitability 
may also lead to neurological damage.145 For neuroelectrode 
materials applied to brain tissues, in order to pursue higher 
biocompatibility, the risk of carbon material application 
can be reduced by compositing with polymer hydrogels. Ye 
et al.146 mixed CNT with ionic liquids to obtain reticulated 
CNTs and transferred them into hydrogel matrices by in-situ 

polymerisation of suitable monomers in ionic liquids, which 
were then converted into CNT-poly(ethylene glycol) hydrogel 
composites by solvent substitution. poly(ethylene glycol) 
hydrogel composite (Figure 8B). PC-12 cells cultured on this 
composite showed enhanced differentiation and increased 
neuronal to astrocyte ratio in neural stem cells. Another study 
prepared a multifunctional coating presenting both the anti-
inflammatory drug dexamethasone and neuroprotective factor 
on top of multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs) and PPy composite 
coatings (Figure 8C),147 which was capable of releasing 
dexamethasone mediated by exogenous stimuli and effectively 
inhibiting inflammatory factor secretion and astrocyte 
proliferation. The charge storage capacitances of PPy/PSS and 
MWCNTs/dexamethasone-PPy/γ-poly(L-glutamic acid)/
PSS-poly-L-lysine-nerve growth factor-modified electrodes 
were much larger than those of bare Au electrodes (Figure 

8D). Among them, the capacitance change of MWCNTs/
dexamethasone-PPy/γ-poly(L-glutamic acid)/PSS-poly-L-
lysine-nerve growth factor-modified electrode was small, 
suggesting that drug loading in the CP may lead to weakening 
of the long-term stability of conductive coatings, whereas 
MWCNTs sandwiched between smooth electrodes and CPs 
enhance the stability of the coating materials, and thus the 
electrochemical performance.

Natural biomaterials have excellent biocompatibility and 
even bioactivity, but they are also often used in combination 
with conductive materials because they generally do not 
possess conductive properties. Wei et al.148 prepared a novel 
multimodal transparent electrophysiological hydrogel, by 
freeze-thawing method using polyvinyl alcohol, quaternary 
ammonium chitosan, and hyaluronic acid (PVA@HACC@
HA) as a polymer network. multimodal transparent 
electrophysiological hydrogel has a low modulus of elasticity 
(0.15 MPa) and can be conformably and tightly adhered to brain 
tissues (Figure 8C, and D) causing minimal immune response 
due to mechanical damage; conducts electricity through ions 
and has a low interfacial impedance with brain tissues (150 Ω 
at 1 kHz); and has a transmittance of 93% in the wavelength 
range of 300–1100 nm. Ding et al.111 constructed a conductive 
hydrogel electrode material of filipin protein by chemically 
grafting tyramine monomers onto CNTs and simultaneously 
constructing a 3D covalent network between silk fibroin 
and CNTs, which enabled faster gelation of silk fibroin. 
The 3D covalent network has good electro-permeability 
properties, which enhances the conductivity of the hydrogel 
by promoting the movement of electrons at the interface of the 
neuroelectrode, and enables more effective recording of weak 
neuroelectric signals.

Coating Fabrication Techniques

A variety of coating preparation techniques have been 
applied to the fabrication of neural electrode coatings, while 
neural electrodes are often characterised by low mechanical 
strength and miniaturized dimensions, and need to be in long-
term service in the human body, which also puts forward 
higher requirements for coating technology. In addition to 
ensuring the long-term stability of the connection between 
the coating material and the electrode, advanced coating 
technology should also support the internal structure of the 
coating as well as the controllable preparation of the surface 
morphology. Currently, technologies for the controlled 
fabrication of coatings with specific structures and patterns 
can be roughly categorised into subtractive manufacturing 
(photolithography, etching)149-152 and additive manufacturing 
(chemical vapour deposition (CVD),153-155 electrochemical 
deposition,156-158 electrospinning,159-161 and microcontact 
printing).162-164 Using these techniques, it is possible to 
customise microscopic morphologies with specific geometric 
patterns, 3D structures, and roughness on electrode surfaces 
with different compositional structures and physicochemical 
properties at the micro (nano) metre scale.

Subtractive manufacturing

Photo-lithography, etching and laser ablation are common 
micro-fabrication processes that are now widely used for the 
preparation of micro-electrode arrays or other 3D electrode 
materials. Seo et al.165 used photo-lithography to fabricate a 
high-density filamentary neuroelectrode array. 256 electrodes 
were integrated in a small area of 2300 × 300 μm2, with each 
electrode site being only 34 × 7 μm2. Using photomasks designed 
by complex patterns, Roh et al.166 used photo-lithography and 
ion etching in conjunction to simplify the fabrication of MEAs 
with different heights and cross-sectional shapes.
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Compared to lithography, the fabrication of polymer masks 
(e.g. polyimide films) by laser ablation allows for simpler 
preparation of patterned macro molecular biomaterials or 
polymer coatings.167 There have been numerous applications 
of laser technology for patterning neuroelectrode materials, 
including the use of lasers to cut and pattern metal 
electrodes,168, 169 the use of laser melting to increase the 
electrode surface area,170 and the improvement of the electrode 
surface electrochemical activity,171 etc. Yang et al.172 developed 
a patterning technique based on ultrafast pulsed laser ablation 
for the large-volume sequential fabrication of various groups 
of organic and inorganic degradable materials, with high 
resolution of coating patterns and the ability to prepare 
multilayer structures with precise superposition. Amini et al.173 
developed a new method of hierarchical surface restructuring 
of electrode surfaces using femtosecond laser technology, 
which significantly improved the electrical properties of Pt-Ir 
electrode surfaces. Won et al.174 developed an ultrafast digital 
patterning process using a 3D-printing-like approach by laser-
induced PEDOT:PSS phase separation, and the processed 

PEDOT:PSS has good water stability and can retain only the 
laser-patterned portion after water washing.

Additive manufacturing

CVD is widely used for the growth of carbon material coatings. 
Through the application of different catalyst lithography 
patterns, CVD-synthesised CNTs can be grown into highly 
porous mats or highly ordered and vertically aligned column 
bundles.175 Highly porous CNTs with fluffy mat-like structures 
have a larger charge transfer surface area and preferential 
adhesion of nerve cells to CNTs via dendritic entanglement can 
significantly improve signal recording at nerve electrodes.176 
In addition to CVD-fabricated flexible graphene electrode 
arrays with low impedance and high signal-to-noise ratio,177 
multilayer graphene electrodes fabricated by CVD using a 
wafer-level no-transfer process exhibited very low impedance 
(4.1 kΩ) comparable to precious metal electrodes.178

Electrostatic spinning is another simple and highly versatile 
technique which is widely applicable in a variety of polymers 

Figure 8. Neuroelectrodes with composite coatings. (A) (A1) Schematic representation of stimulation paradigm 
showing connection of the stimulation patch and EMG electrodes placement along with camera for whisker movement 
recording. (A2) Two different flexible patches were used for HD-ECS. Patch 1 contained 24 disk electrodes arranged in 
a 6 × 4 array in a cartesian grid, and Patch 2 had 27 ring-shaped electrodes arranged in a hexagonal grid. The patch was 
placed above the skull with its centre aligned to bregma, covering the motor cortex of both hemispheres.142 (B) Surface 
morphology (2D and 3D height images) of c-PEG-0 (B1) and c-PEG-20 (B2) samples in water taken by AFM. Scale 
bars: 5 µm (inset: 500 nm).146 (C) SEM images of different functional coatings. (C1) MWCNTs, (C2) MWCNTs/Dex-
PPy/PSS, (C3) MWCNTs/Dex-PPy/PGlu/PSS, (C4) MWCNTs/Dex-PPy/PGlu/PSS-PLys, (C5) MWCNTs/Dex-PPy/
PGlu/PSS-PLys-NGF (before CV stimulation), and (C6) MWCNTs/Dex-PPy/PGlu/PSS-PLys-NGF coatings (after 500 
cycles of CV stimulation). Insets are corresponding images with higher magnification. (D) (D1, D3) EIS (D1) and CV 
(D3) of bare Au electrodes, MWCNTs/Dex-PPy/PSS, MWCNTs/Dex-PPy/PGlu/PSS, MWCNTs/Dex-PPy/PGlu/
PSS-PLys, and MWCNTs/Dex-PPy/PGlu/PSS-PLys-NGF functional coatings. Comparison of EIS (D2) and CV (D4) of 
bare Au electrodes, PPy/PSS films, PPy/Dex films, and MWCNTs/Dex-PPy/PGlu/PSS-PLys-NGF functional coatings. 
Data are represented by mean ± standard deviation (n ≥ 3). Reprinted with permission from Tian et al.147 Copyright 2022 
American Chemical Society. 2D: two dimensional; 3D: three dimensional; AFM: atomic force microscope; Au: aurum; 
c-PEG: carbon nanotube-poly(ethylene glycol); CV: cyclic voltammetry; Dex: dexamethasone; MWCNT: multiwalled 
carbon nanotube; NGF: nerve growth factor; PGlu: poly(glutamic acid); PLys: poly(lysine); PPy: polypyrrole; PSS: 
poly(styrene sulfonate); SEM: scanning electron microscope.
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and composites and allows large-scale fabrication of continuous 
ultrafine fibres. Fibres manufactured by electrostatic spinning 
are known for high uniformity, high porosity, high surface 
area and high mechanical strength. Lee et al.179 fabricated 
nanofibrous conductive scaffolds by deposition of nano-
thick PPy on poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) nanofibres using 
electrostatic spinning technique. Electrical stimulation of 
PC-12 cells on conductive PPy/poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) 
nanofibre scaffolds was found to improve neurite growth 
compared to unstimulated cells.

Electrodeposition is a versatile coating technique that can 
be widely used for the preparation of coatings on metals, 
polymers, and natural biomaterials. By adjusting the 
electrochemical parameters of the deposition process, the 
structure and morphology of the coatings can be controllably 
altered during the deposition process. Mousavi et al.180 
investigated the relationship between the mechanical stability 
of the electro-polymerisation of PEDOT:PSS on substrate 
materials and the thickness of the coatings, the adhesive 
surface properties, and the parameters of the electrodeposition 
operation (applied voltage/current, duration, and number 
of repetitions). The results show that the morphology of the 
PEDOT:PSS coatings and their adhesion to the electrode 
surfaces mainly depend on the properties of the electrode 
surfaces themselves. PEDOT:PSS forms a cauliflower-like 
shape on carbon microfilament electrodes, but is smoother 
on flat half-in and Au microfilament electrodes. One of the 
major problems faced by electrodeposited PEDOT coatings 
is the mechanical stability between the coating and the 
electrode, problems such as cracking and peeling of the 
coating can greatly affect the service life of the electrode, in 
order to enhance the stability of PEDOT coatings, there have 
been a number of studies to improve on the electrodeposition 
technology. Zhang et al.56 combined a functional long-chain 
polymer poly(styrenesulfonate-co-4-vinylpyridine) chemically 
grafted onto a metal substrate, followed by electrochemical 
deposition of PEDOT and chemical cross-linking to form 
a PEDOT:poly(styrenesulfonate-co-4-vinylpyridine) 
interpenetrating network. This integrated polymer chain 
anchoring and chemical cross-linking method enabled the 
conductive hydrogel coating and metal electrode substrate 
to exhibit excellent interfacial robustness under long-term 
charge/discharge cycling and strong mechanical ultrasonic 
treatments. Yang et al.181 prepared poly(5-nitroindole) thin 
films by an electro-polymerisation and electro-grafting 
method as an Au/poly(5-nitroindole)/PEDOT conductive 
and adhesive interface layer for neural electrodes, which 
significantly enhanced the adhesion between PEDOT and Au 
electrode substrates (peel strength over 1.72 N/mm).

Structure Design of Coatings with Cellular 

Modulation Capabilities

Micromorphology regulates neuronal activity

Extracellular matrix not only provides nutrients for cells 
and regulates cell behaviours such as adhesion, growth, and 
differentiation through soluble biochemical signals, but also 
constitutes a growth environment for cells with complex 
physical parameters. It has been shown that a large number 

of cells, including neural cells, are affected by the physical 
parameters of the growth environment (e.g., microstructure, 
surface morphology, and mechanical strength) during their 
growth and development.182-184

From a previous study, the influence of microforms on cell 
growth comes from two main pathways:185 i) direct influence 
on the cytoskeleton through mechanical signalling; ii) indirect 
influence on the cell through extracellular chemical signalling.

Adhesion molecules are a functional cellular mechanism by 
which cells recognise external physical environment, and 
topographical cues. This has been widely demonstrated in cells 
other than neuronal cells. Adhesion molecules are primarily 
based on integrin formation.186 When integrins are activated by 
external mechanical features, they induce the assembly of focal 
adhension and cause integrins to attach to actin filaments of the 
cytoskeleton, leading to a change in cell shape.187 In neuronal 
cells, integrins are also widely present, and the presence of 
integrins in neurons primarily affects neuronal migration 
and axonal growth. Another view is that surface morphology 
indirectly influences cellular activity by adsorbing proteins in 
the extracellular matrix.188 In the usual culture process, cells 
often do not come into direct contact with the material, as the 
material tends to be encapsulated in a monolayer of adsorbed 
proteins in the supernatant first, and then comes into contact 
with the cells later. Thus, the host cell is not actually directly 
affected by the material, but by the surface proteins. Nanoscale 
surface morphology has different effects on the morphology 
and conformation of surface-bound proteins.

Micro-morphology design of nerve electrode coatings

There have been studies summarised the effects of 
different morphological cues on neuronal cell growth and 
development,185, 189-191 such as groove structures with staggered 
cell/subcell widths can enhance the directional growth of 
neuronal cells along the direction of the grooves; discontinuous 
dots, columns, and cones bumps of cell/subcell dimensions can 
be oriented to neuronal and glial cells; and nanoscale random 
topographies can also affect the specific behaviour of nerve 
cells. The effects of microtopography on neuronal cells can be 
categorised mainly into cell adhesion, orientation guidance, 
and neurite growth.

Neurons, like other anchorage-dependent cells, require 
proper adhesion to substrates for growth and development, 
so enhancing the adhesion of neuronal cells on the surface of 
nerve electrodes by microtopography can promote neuronal 
cell growth. As shown in Figure 9A, an irregularly distributed 
structured Au surface mimicking natural collagen fibres,192 with 
1% decrease in impedance amplitude and 35% increase in critical 
free surface energy at frequencies lower than 50 kHz, improved 
the adhesion and growth of mouse enteric neuronal cells on its 
surface. Yang et al.58 designed an electrode surface consisting 
of a conductive PEDOT:PSS network and a multifunctional 
polyazo-polyether-poly((sulfonyl) betaine) network to form a 
multifunctional hydrogel with semi-interpenetrating network. 
Since the polyazo-polyether-poly((sulfonyl) betaine) network 
can be covalently crosslinked by ultraviolet light triggering 
and constructed by photolithography with a high-resolution 
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pattern of 50 μm in both line and gap widths (Figure 9B), it 
possesses bio adhesive and antifouling properties.

The intimate contact and communication between neurons 
and electrodes determine the working efficiency of neural 
electrodes, and neurons, as special cells, have unique neural 
protrusion structures as carriers of electrical signals. The 
development and growth direction of the neurites on the 
electrode surface greatly affect the signal communication 
ability between the neuron and the electrode. Grooves 
or ridges of cellular/subcellular dimensions can guide the 
directional growth of neuronal synapses, biomimetic porous 
scaffold structures can guide neurons to form a network within 
the scaffolds, and such patterning of the electrode coatings 
can promote the tight connection between neurons and 
electrodes. Tringides et al.193 prepared scaffolds that mimic the 
environment of neural tissue by doping carbon nanomaterials 

in alginate hydrogel matrix and freeze-drying them. The neural 
progenitor cells in the scaffolds were able to form neuronal 
networks that spanned the material in three dimensions and 
differentiated into astrocytes and myelinated oligodendrocytes, 
as shown in Figure 9C. Wang et al.194 fabricated 3D conductive 
scaffolds based on printed microfibrous structures using 
near-field electrostatic printing and graphene oxide coating. 
Various ultrafine fibre patterns were obtained from poly(L-
lactic-co-caprolactone) by near-field electrostatic printing, and 
the coverage angle of poly(L-lactic-co-caprolactone) fibres and 
fibre diameters were adjusted to construct spiderweb-like and 
tubular fibrous spatial tissues with complex spatial structures 
(Figure 9D, and E). This conductive scaffold showed excellent 
electrical conductivity (~0.95 S/cm) and was able to induce 
the formation of neuron-like networks in the scaffold under 
exogenous electrical stimulation.

Figure 9. Neuroelectrode coatings for regulating cellular activity through microforms. (A) SEM images of (A1) collagen 
fibres coated on silicon wafer and (A2) collagen-like Au nanostructures developed from the nanoimprint process; 
Application of CLGNS nanostructuring process on (A3) microelectrode array surface and (A4) meander pattern, as proof 
of concept.192 Scale bars: 10 µm (A1, A2), 20 µm (A3, A4) (inset scale bar 1 µm). (B) Photograph of photopatterned MH 
(15 wt% SBMA) and AFM current image of PEDOT:PSS treated with SBMA (15 wt%). Reprinted with permission 
from Yang et al.58 Copyright 2023 American Chemical Society. (C) SEM micrographs of the scaffolds with alginate 
left gray, GF pseudo-colored red, and CNTs pseudo-colored blue. Scale bar: 1 μm. C was reprinted from Tringides et 
al.193 Copyright 2023 Wiley‐VCH GmbH. (D) Representative immunofluorescence images and (E) confocal microscopy 
images of PC-12 cells cultured on microfibres with different cladding angles for 14 days under ES conditions. Cultures 
were immunofluorescently stained with β-tubulin III (green), F-actin (red) and DAPI (blue). Inset: merged bright field 
images. D was reprinted from Wang et al.194 Copyright 2020 Wiley‐VCH GmbH. Scale bars: 150 µm. AFM: atomic force 
microscope; CLGNS: collagen-like gold nanostructure; DAPI: 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; ES: electrical stimulation; 
MH: multifunctional hydrogel; PEDOT:PSS: poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate); SBMA: 
3-[dimethyl-[2-(2-methylprop-2-enoyloxy)ethyl] azaniumyl] propane-1-sulfonate; SEM: scanning electron microscope.

Conclusion and Prospect

The function of BCI in the acquisition and identification of 
neuroelectric signals and the application of reverse electrical 
stimulation is of great significance for the diagnosis of clinical 
diseases, the treatment of neurological related diseases, and 
the recovery of body functions. And the neuroelectrode, 

as the key part of physiological electrical signal acquisition 
in BCI, is of great significance for the development of BCI 
technology. This paper introduces the challenges faced 
by neuroelectrodes in applications and the key issues that 
need to be solved. Improvements in electrode substrate 
materials for neuroelectrode interfaces are highlighted from a 
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material design perspective, while recent advances in coating 
preparation techniques and structured design are discussed. 
Due to the huge difference between the fragile physiological 
structure of brain tissue and the external mechanical structure, 
the neuroelectrodes, as a “bridge” connecting the biological 
tissue and the external mechanical structure, need to satisfy 
the completely different functional requirements of the two 
ends at the same time, which has made the fabrication of 
neuroelectrodes always facing a great challenge.

Great progress has been made in the fabrication of 
neuroelectrodes, but there are still unresolved challenges 
that still require further attention. For implantable 
neuroelectrodes, biocompatibility is still the main issue. In 
addition to improvements in electrode structure, mechanical 
properties, and material selection, more attention should be 
paid to the role of the neuroimmune response during electrode 
implantation. This is because neuronal growth and glial scar 
formation not only affect the biosafety, but also directly affect 
the signal reception ability of the neuroelectrode. Secondly 
the long-term stability of the neuroelectrode needs to be 
further evaluated, e.g., it is necessary to assess the use of the 
electrode several years or more after implantation. In addition, 
the signal-to-noise ratio of the recorded electrophysiological 
signals needs to be further improved.

Although the ideal neuroelectrode is still a long way off, novel 
electrode materials and processing technologies have been 
introduced, such as nanometallic materials, semiconductor 
materials, carbon nanomaterials, CPs, and bio-based materials, 
which continue to open up the possibilities of neuroelectrode 
materials. A single material is difficult to meet the multiple 
needs of neuroelectrodes, and composite neuroelectrodes 
with multiple materials, or coating modification of the base 
electrode using a combination of different materials, can 
provide more comprehensive advantages than single-material 
electrodes, such as (i) higher electrical and optical properties, 
such as low impedance, low signal-to-noise ratio, and 
stimulation ability of exogenous signals; (ii) lower modulus 
of elasticity, better adhesion properties, and brain tissue tight 
fitting to avoid mechanical damage and slippage; (iii) better 
physicochemical stability, biocompatibility, and bioactivity. 
On this basis, the use of more advanced micromachining 
molding technology to fabricate electrodes with lower volume 
and more complex structure; higher resolution patterning or 
structured design of coatings, and the modulation of nerve 
cells through morphological cues provide another direction 
for the functionalization of nerve electrodes. The combination 
of multiple materials and the expansion of new synthetic 
processing processes are all expected to realize truly ideal 
neuroelectrodes that will achieve the goal of seamless BCIs and 
make significant contributions to the fields of clinical medicine, 
brain function analysis, and human-computer interaction.

This review provides a comprehensive overview of the 
research in neuroelectrode substrate materials and coating 
modification technologies in the last 5 years, but mainly focuses 
on representative advances and does not provide overall 
statistics and analyses. The field of neuroelectrodes involves a 
large number of materials, a wide range of classifications, and 

a long history of development, so the content of this review is 
limited and does not cover the long-term development trend.
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